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Spearheading Huge Campaign 
Against Burglary

The new campaign is being 
introduced county-wide after Surrey 
experienced an increase in burglaries. 
This led to Surrey Police taking a 
proactive approach to deter and 
reduce crime in 2018 by launching 
Operation Spearhead, which involves 
the use of SelectaDNA forensic 
marking kits. 

Initially, SelectaDNA will be distributed 
to 9,000 homes, with a second phase 
rolling out the highly effective DNA 
forensic marking kits to another  
20,000 homes throughout the year. 

SelectaDNA is a state-of-the-art 
forensic liquid containing a DNA code 
unique to each property which can be 
used to mark belongings, so they can 
be returned to the owner regardless of 
where they are recovered. The liquid 
is barely visible and extremely difficult 
to remove, so if an offender is caught 

in possession of stolen items, they can 
be linked directly back to the scene of 
the crime.

Surrey residents outside the project 
areas will be given the opportunity 
to purchase discounted kits from 
Selectamark, which produces 
SelectaDNA. Schools, local authorities 
and businesses across Surrey can also 
benefit from the publicity around the 
initiative by investing in SelectaDNA 
kits.

Detective Inspector Dee Fielding, who 
is leading the new campaign, said:  
“Operation Spearhead is a force-
wide initiative into the tackling and 
disruption of burglaries in Surrey. 
Officers will be using a variety of tactics 
to ensure that burglars do not commit 
offences on our ground. We want the 
public to feel confident that we take 
these crimes very seriously.”

“We are very excited as part of this 
operation is to roll out SelectaDNA kits 
to areas deemed the most vulnerable 
and we are confident that this will help 
send a clear message to any offenders 
that we will do whatever it takes to 
prevent them committing burglaries.”

PCSOs, Cadets and Volunteers are 
helping to distribute the kits and all 
custody suites in Surrey have been 
given training on how to spot the 
markings, which are visible under  
UV light.

James Brown, MD of SelectaDNA, said: 
“We have worked with Surrey Police for 
a number of years providing solutions 
to combat theft, burglaries and metal 
theft. We are delighted to be involved 
in helping police spearhead this new 
campaign.”

Security...
It’s in our DNA!

A massive forensic marking operation to protect 30,000 homes  
from burglary is being launched by Surrey Police and will be  
rolled out over the next 12 months.
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Helping the Met Reduce  
Moped Crime

From July to September 2017 there was a 25% reduction 
in the theft of scooters and motorbikes, while crimes 
committed by those on mopeds, or moped-enabled  
crime, decreased by 24%.

These results came after The Met introduced new measures 
to crack down on these types of crimes, including the 
deployment of the new SelectaDNA forensic tagging spray

The spray can be aimed by officers at moped offenders, 
marking the bikes, clothing and skin of any riders and 
passengers with a uniquely-coded but invisible DNA  
that will provide forensic evidence to link them to a  
specific crime.

The Met are also using remote-controlled ‘stingers’ 
which pierce the wheels of an offender’s bike, and new 
lightweight motorcycles which allow the police to chase 
more easily. There was also a promotion to encourage 
scooter owners to increase their security for their vehicles.

Metropolitan Police Commissioner, Cressida Dick, said:  
“I have been clear that tackling violence is my priority. 
 I was angered by the apparent perception amongst some 
criminals that they could operate with near impunity, 
committing strings of offences using scooters.”

“We have brought all our tactics and specialists together 
to use every ethical option to put a stop to the rise; arrest 
those responsible; disrupt offenders; dismantle the criminal 
markets that make these offences lucrative and change the 
public’s behaviour to make them a part of our effort.”

However, moped crime is not just a London problem, and 
other forces have already been using the proven DNA 
spray technology including West Midlands Police, Cheshire 
Constabulary, Merseyside Police, Surrey Police and West 
Yorkshire Police. 

Following West Yorkshire Police’s first use of the high tech 
‘tagging’ spray, teenager Connor Walker was convicted. 
Walker, 18, was identified, arrested and charged with two 
offences of dangerous driving and driving without a licence.

Watch the national news coverage at www.youtube.com/selectadna

A reduction in moped-related crimes across London has been achieved after 
a crackdown by the Metropolitan Police that includes the use of SelectaDNA 
Tagging Spray to mark offenders. 
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Q & A Interview with  
Nick Roach - Police Liaison
Nick joined Selectamark in January 2013 following his retirement from the 
Metropolitan Police Service. During his police career, Nick had a wide variety of 
roles in a number of ranks, ranging from response policing, public order, crime 
squads, and a specialist vice unit. In his last posting, where he was temporarily 
promoted to Chief Inspector, he had day-to-day responsibility for all crime 
reported to the Metropolitan Police by telephone and online. His police career 
has provided Nick with a unique insight into crime, how it is committed and how 
it can be prevented. 

How big is the problem of motorcycle and moped-
enabled crime? 

The problems related to motorcycle or moped-enabled 
crime are two-fold. The majority of offences involve anti-
social behaviour such as riding off-road illegally or in a way 
that’s inappropriate for the location. On the other hand, the 
minority of offences are actually more serious in that they 
involve outright criminality, usually robbery or burglary.  
Initially, I thought that this problem was only affecting the 
more metropolitan forces, but sadly it’s something that 
seems to cover the whole of the UK.   

Why are police forces choosing SelectaDNA to tackle it?

It’s a simple and cost effective solution that allows police 
to forensically put a rider and/or pillion passenger on a 
motorcycle, moped or quad bike at a location at a particular 
time. It absolutely proves that a suspect was there so 
removes all of the usual problems and legal arguments 
around identification.  

What are the key benefits of SelectaDNA ‘tagging’ spray?

The spray is easy to use and it’s cheap, certainly when 
balanced against the costs of achieving the same level 
of evidence through traditional policing methods. The 
deterrent value of police being able to say that they have 
a tool to deal with moped-enabled crime can not be 
underestimated.

Are the individuals/gangs who are committing these 
offences known to police?

Invariably they are, and as such they know all the problems 
the police will have with ID evidence. 

Do police think this tactic will remove this type of crime 
in the long term?

Feedback from officers using the spray has been very 
positive, with many thinking it could help reduce 
motorcycle and moped-crime massively.

How do you support forces from a training perspective?

I sit down with a trainer and go through the product with 
them and pass on all the things I’ve learnt from police 
teams who have actually used it in an operational situation.  
I can also put forces in touch with each other. By getting to 
know the officer from another force who is dealing with a 
similar operation, the learning can continue.

What happens if a case ends up in court?

So far, in every prosecution  
involving SelectaDNA  
technology a guilty plea  
has been lodged because  
of the weight of forensic  
evidence. However, we will 
support any user through  
supplying full MG11’s 
covering scientific and 
continuity evidence. 
We will also attend Court  
if required to do so.

Nick talks to us about his role at Selectamark and about the problem of motorcycle and moped-enabled 
crime and the support we offer police forces to tackle it.

For more information, or to arrange training, email sales@selectamark.co.uk
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No Metal Thefts from Churches  
in a Year

SelectaDNA joined forces with 
Trinitas Church Insurance in 
January 2017 to offer churches a 
forensic marking kit to mark and 
protect valuable and vital metal 
infrastructure such as lead roofs and 
copper lightning conductors. 

Working closely with Aviva, one of the 
UK’s largest insurers, Trinitas’ specialist 
ParishCare insurance policy was 
developed to offer Church of England 
parishes a real alternative to insure 
their buildings, contents and liability 
risks.

SelectaDNA marks and identifies 
metals and other outdoor materials to 

help protect against theft and burglary. 
The SelectaDNA Church Kit marks 
up to 75 linear metres of external 
metal with a unique lacquer that is 
inconspicuous and virtually impossible 
to remove. Whilst the SelectaDNA Fine 
Art and Jewellery Kit is ideal for church 
silverware and other valuable contents.

Leigh Ide from Trinitas, said:  
“Thieves know that if they are 
caught with marked metal, or if they 
themselves are marked with it, then 
the police are able to link them directly 
to a particular theft and they face the 
very real possibility of conviction. Also, 
once metal has been marked,  

its resale value to the criminal 
plummets, offering another reason 
why stealing metal just isn’t worth  
the risk.” 

Looking ahead, many more parishes 
are set to benefit from the invaluable 
protection offered by Trinitas.  
“The majority of our clients decide 
to switch to protecting their historic 
churches with SelectaDNA” said Leigh. 
“With our increasing market share 
of Church of England parishes we 
are pleased to be able to offer them 
such a cost effective forensic marking 
solution and grow our relationship 
with SelectaDNA.”

Special offer for homeowners – money back if you are 
burgled....

We are so confident that using our SelectaDNA Home Kit 
will make homes more secure and less attractive to thieves 
that we are offering residential customers an incredible 
100% money back guarantee. 

If after registering a kit, marking items of property and 
putting up the warning stickers as indicated, a customer  

still gets burgled we will refund the price paid for the Home 
Kit in full.  The SelectaDNA Home Kit, which is supported by 
Crimestoppers, marks up to 50 items of property including 
TVs, Smartphones, Desktop PCs, Laptops, and Digital 
Cameras.  
 
With SelectaDNA, customers only pay a one-off fee. There 
are no annual licence fees and lifetime registration on the 
Secure Asset Register is included.

NEW 100% Money Back Guarantee

  Details of this amazing special offer are available at: www.selectadna.co.uk/selectadna-home-kit

There have been no incidents of external metal theft reported in  
a year to a leading church insurer for clients using SelectaDNA.
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Guarding Manchester’s  
Retail Sites

Operation Guard has been launched 
in response to a spike in commercial 
robbery and burglary. The aim of the 
operation is to deter perpetrators 
from committing crime by utilising 
and promoting forensic marking 
technology.

SelectaDNA Spray is a commercial 
burglary and robbery deterrent and 
can be used by businesses, shops, 
banks and other premises to protect 

their valuable stock and assets. Once 
triggered the spray soaks intruders in 
a solution containing a unique DNA 
code that is visible under the UV light 
of police custody suites. The spray can 
remain on clothing and skin for weeks 
and is traceable back to the scene of 
the crime. The operation will focus on 
those areas suffering with the highest 
amount of robbery and will initially run 
for four months.

PC Aaron McFadden & DI Dave Turner (GMP)   PCSO Martin Taylor (GMP)

Keeping a Close Watch on Stock

Watchfinder is a leading outlet from which to buy and 
sell premium pre-owned watches. Thousands of watches 
are available from more than 50 brands including Rolex, 
Omega, and TAG Heuer. 

The installations follow a recent robbery from the 
company’s store at Bluewater in Kent, where two thieves 
stole thousands of pounds worth of Rolex timepieces. 

TAG Heuer is another brand to protect its valuable stock 
from criminals. The company has installed DNA Spray at  
its newly-opened flagship store in Oxford Street, London. 

The store holds over 300 watches, the largest collection of 
TAG Heuer timepieces in the UK.

SelectaDNA Intruder Spray is being rolled out across parts of  
Greater Manchester as part of an operation to protect local businesses.

Nine sites across the UK belonging to a luxury watch retailer are to be  
protected from burglary and smash and grab raids by SelectaDNA Spray.
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INTERNATIONAL

New Zealand Construction Campaign

SelectaDNA is featured in a police 
campaign delivered to tradespeople 
and builders in Rodney, New Zealand. 

Rodney Police visited construction 
sites in the area to distribute a leaflet 
containing details of SelectaDNA 
as part of their Shipping Container 
Security Project. 

The project offers information about 
ways to reduce risk of power tool 
burglary as well as tips to prevent 
shipping container theft. 

Rodney Police Prevention Manager, 
Senior Sergeant Pivac, explained: 

“We see that building sites are using 
shipping containers for overnight 
storage of builders’ tools and 
equipment. It’s not unusual to find 
builders storing thousands of dollars 

of tools. Police know just how hard 
it is for trades people and builders 
to make a living in Auckland and 
want to acknowledge the work they 
do providing quality service and 
craftsmanship to the local community. 

Police also want to ensure trades 
people and builders can continue their 
business free from the inconvenience 
and stress caused through tools being 
stolen.”

They have produced the ‘Security 
Solutions That Work’ leaflet which 
gives details of how to lock containers 
effectively and recommends the use of 
SelectaDNA, which has been proven to 
reduce burglary by 61% in NZ police 
trials and is used by every school in the 
country.

Danish Tool Recoveries

Danish police have recovered a 
haul of stolen tools that were taken 
during burglaries from vans.

There has been a major increase in 
work vans being broken into in 
Denmark, and many of the 
construction companies that the vans 

belong to are now protecting their 
tools with traceable SelectaDNA so 
that they can be returned to them 
if recovered. Danish police have 
also recently recovered stolen laser 
equipment from a large Danish 
building contractor valued at over 
£25,000. 

After big name retailers Auchan, 
Systeme U and Orange Telecom 
all used SelectaDNA technology to 
protect their stores from burglary, 
telecoms company SFR is the latest 
French firm to adopt the system, 
which is being rolled out across 
selected branches.

SelectaDNA was featured recently 
in French magazine Capital, a 
national publication. 

The article was titled ‘The Complete 
Guide To Your Security’ and 
SelectaDNA was listed among 
the influential magazine’s 
recommended products that also 
included best alarms, locks and 
insurance policies.

Capital  
Coverage in 
France

French  
Telecom Trial
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Danish Boat Marking

The first markings, which were carried 
out at Helsingør Nordhavn marina, are 
invisible to the naked eye and can not 
be removed, however if the boat or 
engine is stolen and recovered, it can 

be easily identified as belonging to 
someone from the association.

The next marking session is taking 
place at the popular tourist attraction 
Rungsted Harbour in Denmark.

US Loss Leader

The meeting resulted in the 
SelectaDNA Intruder Spray being 
installed at the LPRC Innovation Lab.

The lab allows members of the 
research council to come and see 
latest technologies in action and how 
they work to prevent and detect theft. 

When triggered, the spray system 
emits a fine DNA mist over an intruder, 
which is traceable back to the point of 
entry. The spray can stay on skin and 
clothing for weeks and is visible under 
UV light.

New International Distributors

They join an ever-expanding network of more than 40 
distributors worldwide. 

We look forward to seeing many of them at our 
International Distributor Conference this summer, which 
takes place at a picturesque and historic location in Kent.

The conference will feature an array of keynote speakers 
and a special appearance by our forensic detection dogs 
Jazz and Ronnie, who are trained to sniff out SelectaDNA on 
a range of stolen items.

All boats and their engines belonging to members of the Danish fishing 
association (Fiskeringen) are being marked with SelectaDNA to protect them 
from marine theft.

Our distributor in the United States recently met 
with staff at the Loss Prevention Research Council 
(LPRC) in Florida, which conducts research  
to develop crime and loss control solutions. 

A warm welcome to our new distributors in Latvia, Ecuador and Ireland  
who are all set to introduce and establish SelectaDNA as the leading  
forensic marking product in their individual countries.
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Officer Commended for Bravery 
in Tagging Criminal

PCSO Short’s commendation was 
for his bravery in helping tag an 
anti-social quad bike rider with 
SelectaDNA, leading to his conviction 
in court. In February, Ken approached 
and challenged two men, getting 
close enough to spray one with 
SelectaDNA. The unique DNA tag, 
together with Ken’s body cam 
footage, led to Connor Walker, 18, 
being convicted in court in October

Walker, from South Elmsall, was 
sentenced to 15 months in prison 
(suspended for 18 months) and a 
curfew after being identified, arrested 
and charged in West Yorkshire Police’s 
first use of the SelectaDNA spray. 

PCSO Short also won the ‘public 
choice’ category in this year’s awards.

Chief Supt Mabs Hussain said:  
“Ken should feel rightly proud of 
himself for the good will his actions 
have generated in his community, 
and for the key role he also played 
in helping to secure the force’s first 
conviction of an anti- social rider 
through the use of a DNA spray. As 
a district we rightly recognise the 
concern anti-social riders have caused 
in communities this year, and I hope 
our use of new tools, such as this 
spray, will reassure residents of our 
determination to tackle this issue.”

PCSO Short added: “I am proud to win 
the award for the first officer to deploy 
the SelectaDNA spray and this is just 
the equipment we have been waiting 
for to use in conjunction with our body 
worn cameras.

“The spray gives me confidence, as 
when deployed it provides fantastic 
evidence as the offender cannot say 
they weren’t at the scene of the crime. 
Since its deployment and the recent 
conviction, calls from the public about 
nuisance bikes have reduced. I can’t 
wait to deploy the spray again and 
have full confidence that I will.”

Making the News
We recently received coverage on BBC News profiling the 
work of West Yorkshire Police using our DNA ‘tagging’ 
spray to tackle moped offenders. 

Our Police Liaison Officer Nick Roach was interviewed as 
part of the 10 minute news item, as were officers from West 
Yorkshire Police including award-winning PCSO Ken Short, 
who is now using the spray as part of his everyday ‘toolkit’ 
to catch criminals.

PCSO Ken Short from West Yorkshire Police who used the new SelectaDNA 
‘tagging’ spray to catch a moped criminal has been awarded the people  
of Wakefield’s top officer following a public vote.
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DNA Tagging Spray 
Supports Prosecutions

West Midlands Police also has a 
dedicated operation to tackle anti-
social off-road biking.

WMP Chief Superintendent Dave 
Sturman who leads Operation 
Wraithbane said: “Communities 
across the West Midlands are telling 

us they are sick and tired of this kind 
of behaviour − that’s why we have a 
dedicated police operation to tackle 
the problem, we’re catching and 
prosecuting offenders, seizing and 
destroying bikes, and using innovative 
tactics to identify offenders such as 
DNA spray.”

Protecting Plant, Tools & Equipment

J Coffey Plant Hire Division (JCP) 
has a diverse and ever expanding 
fleet of equipment comprising of 
over 3000 itemised pieces of plant 
covering controlled demolition, non-
mechanical plant and heavy plant.

Our DNA marking solution will help 
them identify 40 items of large plant 
equipment, 70 vehicles, 5,000 tools and 
20,000 formwork moulds, into which 
concrete is poured. 

J Coffey Plant will also be using 2,000 
Tesa labels (the most durable label 
option available) to identify items  
of equipment.  

They have had some issues on building 
sites where other companies were 
using similar items, so the TESA labels 
will allow them to prove ownership 
when needed. 

The company will also be erecting 
deterrent warning signs at their sites 
to warn potential thieves that DNA 
marking is in use.

Operation Wraithbane has already seen 18 men and a teenager charged with 
causing public nuisance and awaiting trial, while many more remain on police 
bail and also face being taken to court.

The plant hire division of construction group J Coffey is set to use  
SelectaDNA forensic marking to prevent theft of valuable site equipment.

SelectaDNA 
Defence Spray 

 

SelectaDNA 
Elite Defence Spray 

SelectaDNA 
Tagging Spray

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

Our handheld Tagging and Defence 
Sprays are also available for use in 
public order operations such as 
identifying suspects for criminality 
post events.  
More details from 

sales@selectamark.co.uk
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Driving Home Importance of Security

Patrick Cruywagen, editor of Land 
Rover Monthly, reviewed our 
SelectaDNA Off Road and 4x4 Kit in  
the latest issue of the magazine.

Patrick said: “Not a day goes by without 
someone reporting a Defender or 
Land Rover stolen. While in some cases 
complete stolen Land Rovers are then 
exported to other countries, often 
they are just broken up for their parts, 
especially the no longer produced but 
still universally adored Defender.” 

Each year millions of shipping 
containers leave UK ports as this  
form of freight is relatively inexpensive. 
Exporting broken up car parts, 
particularly from a stolen Defender  
or Land Rover has become a lucrative 
business. “The only way forward is 
ultra violet detectable DNA marking 
on various parts of your vehicle,” 
explains Simon Ashton, SelectaDNA’s 

Vehicle Crime Consultant. “Criminals 
know how easy Defenders are to steal 
so you need to try and slow them 
down, deter and frustrate them. If you 
have several layers of security on your 
vehicle including DNA marking then 
they might go somewhere else as they 
don’t want the hassle. If a criminal tries 
to resell parts from a vehicle that has 
been DNA marked, there is a higher 
chance of him being caught.”  

Patrick, who owns a Land Rover 
himself, has now had his beloved 
vehicle marked with SelectaDNA.  
“At the end of the day, you need to 
decide how precious your Land Rover 
is to you and what sort of security 
measures you want to and can afford 
to install.” 

He added: “For less than £70 (the cost 
of the kit), what have you got to lose?”

Watch our NEW vehicle marking videos at www.youtube.com/selectadna

Insurance Partners
SelectaDNA is an approved security supplier to many leading insurance companies who actively recommend  
our security marking & asset management solutions. We are delighted to announce that Sun Life have recently  
joined our list of insurance partners.

With NFU reporting that Land Rover Defender theft has increased by 17%, 
another level of security is needed to protect Defenders from being stolen.
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Holland and Clacton Community First Responders 
in Essex recently marked vital kit including public 
access defibrillators with SelectaDNA so that they are 
protected from theft. 

The defibrillators are housed in distinctive yellow cabinets 
and are ready to be used in cases of cardiac arrest.  
The group are volunteers trained by the East of England 
ambulance service to respond to life threatening 
emergencies in the community.

Protecting Equipment 
to Save Lives

Waste Criminals 
Beware

Trained officers from the Environment Agency continue 
to mark waste bales as part of their ongoing Waste Crime 
Prevention strategy. 

Following on from our story in the last Newsletter (Issue 
20), the Agency has been using SelectaDNA Spray to tackle 
flytippers and those that commit waste crime in areas such 
as Kettering and Telford. Gill Clayton, from the Environment 
Agency’s Disruption and Prevention Team said: “Criminals 
beware! Illegal dumping not only blights local communities 
but also harms the environment and undermines legitimate 
businesses. We are using SelectaDNA spray to forensically 
mark bales which contain waste at various sites. If marked 
items turn up elsewhere they are immediately traceable and 
this allows us to evidence the movement of this waste and 
find those responsible.”

Securing Welsh Farms

Neighbourhood Policing Teams in Wales have been 
busy visiting farms in Crymych and Cardigan to deliver 
SelectaDNA kits to farmers who are members of the 
Farm Watch scheme.

The NPT has visited farms in the area helping to tackle 
rural crime by marking valuable equipment that could 
prove attractive to thieves.  All farmers in the area are 
being encouraged to sign up to the scheme to help 
combat countryside crime.

A Night at the OSPAs We are delighted to be named as a finalist in the 2018 UK 
Outstanding Security Performance Awards (OSPAs) in the 
Outstanding Security Partnership category for our work 
with Merseyside Police to tackle moped crime. 

We were also named as a finalist in the Outstanding 
Customer Service Initiative category for work supporting 
customers who use our BikeRegister product. The winners 
will be announced at a ceremony in March.
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Selectamark Security Systems plc, 1 Locks Court, 429 Crofton Road, Locksbottom, Kent, BR6 8NL. 

For further press information and images contact: Angela Singleton, Press Officer for Selectamark. 
Telephone: +44 (0)7905 623 819  Email: angela.singleton@selectamark.co.uk DA0369/1

For more information visit

www.selectadna.co.uk
email
sales@selectamark.co.uk
or contact 
+44 (0)1689 860757

Permanent Visible Marking

Selectamark Secure Asset 
Register & BikeRegister

Certi�ed to LPS1224: Issue 3
Certi�cate number 497b/01 to 02

Selectamark and Supermark
Overt Marking Systems

Certi�ed to LPS 1225: Issue 3
Certi�cate number 497a/01 to 07

NEW SelectaDNA 
Portable Intruder Spray

There are more than 31million commercial vehicles 
on European roads and without the presence of theft 
deterrent devices and solutions, thieves can easily gain 
access to containers, box trailers, commercial vehicles and 
trucks to steal contents and cargo. 

SelectaDNA has developed a new portable, battery-
powered Intruder Spray system which is quick to  
deploy, easy to arm and disarm, and links criminals to 
their crime scenes through state-of-the-art synthetic DNA 
technology.  
 
The portable spray system can be used in covert or overt 
operations and is fully operational within minutes.  
It can quickly and easily be transferred to different vehicles 
and containers. It is the ideal theft deterrent for cargo, high 
value goods in transit and tools and equipment on static 
containers on building sites. 

When the door is opened, the alarm will sound. To disarm, 
you just need to press the button on the key fob.  
High visibility warning signs should be stuck to the outside 
of the container as they deter virtually all criminals. 

Those foolish enough to ignore them will be marked with a 
completely unique synthetic DNA liquid, only visible under 
police UV lights which will link the individual to the crime

The SelectaDNA liquid can transfer on to the soles of shoes 
and marks skin, hair and clothing, lasting for weeks and 
even months later. This makes the SelectaDNA Spray system 
range one of the most powerful theft deterrent solutions 
currently available.

How it works
        Open the container, trailer or vehicle door

         Insert the SelectaDNA Spray canister into the spray unit

        Attach the spray unit to the ceiling

         Attach the control unit to the ceiling

        Close and secure the door

For more information on our new 
SelectaDNA Portable Intruder Spray, or any 
of our other forensic marking solutions, 
email sales@selectamark.co.uk

£10.3 Billion
estimated value of cargo that  
is stolen per year

41%
increase in values of stolen cargo 
since 2007

£60,386
average loss in 2016 for cargo theft 
incidents (where loss reported)

Source: TAPA (Transported Asset Protection Association) & FWI (FreightWatch International)


